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Editorial 

From the Editor Desk 

Dear Readers 

Welcome to the latest issue GNIM magazine. This issue of the Magazine covers lots of 

issue ranging from Students articles, Faulty page and Glimpse of the GNIM events. This 

year GNIM have celebrated lots of Events i.e.PDPClasses, Fire less cooking, Music 

competition, Art and Craft,Sports Meet with Gully Cricket,Rangoli Competition, Flag 

Hoisting Ceremony, Orientation Day, Teachers day celebration, Gurupurav and lots 

more. There was active participation of B.Com (Hons.), MCA and PGDM Students. We 

have covered glimpse of events in the magazine, where students enjoyed a lot. We 
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hope that you will have as much fun in reading this magazine as we had in making it for 

you. 
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Hey mom! I know am not like how you want, Trust me I try but sometimes I can’t, But I still 

know you still do me love, 

That’s what always inspires me to improve.  

Hey Ma! You woke me up when the sun shone, 

You taught a lot in just a day alone,  

I know it'll be hard but you'll be white,  

I’ll use your teachings in the hard, lonely night  

When you'll be gone and will be alone to do the fight. 

You are the water to my lotus,  

Give you the life you deserve is my focus, \ 

Mama, I’ll leave no need no light be dim, \ 

You'll be so proud, you tell them "my son, that’s him" 

Hey papa! I know you are the pillar to us,  

We stand on you without you are just rust, \ 

I don’t know who'll save me when you'll be away,  

I don’t know who'll hug me the same way.  

I may not say but I love you most,  

You are the one that I love to boast,  

That my pa is the king to me,  

I will kiss his feet to bid my respect to him. 

He is my deadpool, my laughter supplier,  

He is my superman, saving me he is fire,  

My mom may beat me up sometime,  

But my dad will save me will tell me I’ll be fine.  

They are like all the pairs I need,  

My hands my legs my eyes that will help me lead,  

I wish when am grey I’ll be like them,  

So my kids too will also write such poem. \ 
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Instagram: -parashars_diary  

Gagandeepsingh \Bcom (hons) Istyr  

 

WE KEEP ON HEARING- "NEVER_GIVE_UP” SOMETIMES IN OUR LIFE 

SITUATION COMES WHEN WE LOOSE OUR HEART. Today we will read about 

someone's life who has lived in never give up. As an example our life is going 

on smoothly or we are running to full fill our dream. But suddenly something 

miss happening take place. And we go through some severe disease or doctor 

says you will have to go through operation or to take bed rest for few months, 

so we get disappointed. What we will do? So we become hopeless. Because 

our dreams are not full filled or we were running after our dreams and we say 

to God what happen to my life. Or something worse take place some ones has 

lost their loved one they become bankrupt. Then they think there is no way 

rather than to do society...Now let's take a look on the life of "DENI 

JOHNSON". She was being raised by drugs addicted parents. And being 

assaulted verbally physically and sexually by step father... At 21 when she was 

enjoying her reputation as one of the top sales leader. She met a man; quickly 

married him soon after words Denny realised her new spouse was a cone man 

who took all of her money and abounded her with a debt. Denny lost her job 

and was addicted from harome. Homeless and alone - with only dollar 2.03 to 

her name Denny was an ultimate low point in her life...Leaving out of her 

car.And contemplating society. It was then that she felt a string from God to 

press on; to rise up and do something with her life. She relates; "I worked as a 

cocktail waitress in Hawaii and started new business from the back of my car; I 

had nothing-no Phone; no business cards; no broacher; not even any assets. 

All I had was a buring desired to succeed" "Today she is a multimillionaire 

many times over ; runs 5 companies and spends her time jetting around the 

world; giving back through her various charities she is very humble and loving 

"If she had died so; today she can't be an example for many hopeless ..My 

friends don't destroy your life it's very precious. You are the unique creation of 

the god... God has created you in his likeness and image. Your parents has 

hope on you if they have not given up on you so why do you. ??Enjoying your 

journey and become a blessing for someone .god loves you. 
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Dashed Expectations Vs Positive 

Confrontations(By: - AkritiKatoch) 

 

 

 

 

 

People do not always do things we want them to do. No matter how reasonable 

or minimal our expectations may be, there are times when we are let down. 

Naturally we feel upset and hurt when our expectations are not met. We 

dread confrontations because they are unpleasant and damage relationships. 

Yet, not confronting a person does not solve the problem because unresolved 

issues affect the relationship anyway. Actually the real problem lies not so 

much in our dashed expectations, but in our style of confrontation. 

Typically, we use character based confrontations. We shame – „You made me 

sick;‟ blame – „It‟s all your fault;‟ discount – „You will never improve;‟ or 

negatively label – „You are a liar‟ – the other person. The only advantage of 

character-based confrontations is that we get to vent our anger and hurt. 

They invariably lead to angry, messy showdowns and bring all rational 

discussion to a grinding halt. 

“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most 

certain way to succeed is always to try just one more 

time” 
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It is important to remember that self-image is the most precious possession of 

human beings. It is the way we view and regard ourselves in our own eyes 

and in the eyes of others. As self-conscious beings we are acutely aware of 

our image and constantly work towards protecting it from any damage. We 

also seek approval from others for our self-image. If there is even a slightest 

threat to our self-image, we feel extremely distraught because our character is 

the very essence of who we are. To have a reasonable dialogue over the dashed 

expectations we need to use issue-based confrontations. Issue-based 

confrontations concentrate on the specific problematic action of the other 

person which has upset us. They involve an explanation of which action has 

bothered us. They involve an explanation of which action has bothered us, in 

what manner is it affecting us and what changes we would like from the 

other person. For instance, “It bothers me when you don‟t come on time 

because I can‟t get work done when I am waiting for you. I would like you to 

let me know when you change your plans.” Issue-based confrontations 

communicate respect and regard for the other person when we keep our 

comments and reactions restricted to his/her behaviour. The other person can 

hear us without much defensiveness, even if he/she disagrees with us. Most 

importantly, such confrontations give the other person a chance to change, 

modify, avoid, explain and clarify actions, as well as make amends wherever 

possible. Issue-based confrontations can lead to better understanding and co-

operation because they allow the other person to repair the bad impression that 

a problematic action may have caused. 

Character focussed confrontations lead to major break-downs in 

communication, no matter how good our intentions. Such confrontations 

tear away at the character and do not give the other person the slightest scope 

to do anything about the issue. Any threat to the self-image of the other 

person will only yield counter-attacks, defensiveness or complete withdrawal. 

We even risk losing important relationships as it can become an all-out 

battle. It is only natural in human relationships for us to have expectations 

of others. People don‟t always know when they have let us down. Nor they do 

necessarily want to let us down. So, it becomes important for us to have 
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effective ways of communicating our disappointments about dashed 

expectations to them. 

 

Soft Power: The Asset of 21st Century 

 

 

(By: - AtritiKatoch) 

 

 

As we look ahead to the new century unfolding before us, we must determine 

where our strengths lie as we seek to make the 21st century our own. Much of 

the conventional analyses of India‟s stature in the world relies on the all-too-

familiar indices of GDP, impressive economic growth rates (5.9% approx. in 

last 5 years), and our undoubted military power. But if there is one attribute 

of independent India to which we have not perhaps paid enough attention, it 

is a quality which we would do well to cherish and promote in today‟s world: 

our „Soft Power‟. 

The notion of „Soft Power‟ is relatively new in international discourse. The 

term was coined by Harvard‟s Joseph Nye to describe the extraordinary 

strengths of United States that went well beyond American military 

dominance. The fact is that the U.S. is the home of Boeing and Intel, 

Microsoft and MTV, Hollywood and Disneyland, McDonald‟s and Kodak – 

in short, most of the major products that dominate daily life around our 

globe. This permits the U.S. to maximise what Dr. Nye calls it‟s „Soft Power‟ 

– the ability to attract and persuade other‟s to adopt America‟s agenda, rather 

than relying purely on the dissuasive or coercive „Hard Power‟ of military 

force. This Soft Power is therefore as important to the U.S. as – perhaps more 

so than – it‟s „Hard Power‟. 
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In his recent book The Paradox of American Power, Nye took the analysis of 

Soft Power beyond U.S; other nations too, he suggested, could acquire it. In 

today‟s information era, he wrote, three types of countries are likely to gain 

soft power and so succeed: “those whose dominant cultures and ideals are 

closer to prevailing global norms (liberalism, pluralism, autonomy); those 

with the most access to multiple channels of communication and thus more 

influence over issues are framed; and those whose credibility is enhanced by 

their domestic and international performance”. At first glance this seems to 

be a prescription for reaffirming today‟s reality of U.S. dominance, since it 

is clear that no country scores more highly on all three categories than U.S. 

but Nye himself admits that this is not so: Soft Power has been pursued with 

success by other countries over the years.” Soft Power,” Nye says, “is created 

partly by governments and partly in spite of them.” 

 What does this mean for India? It means giving attention, encouragement 

and active support to the aspects and products of our society that the world 

would persuade find attractive – not in order directly to persuade others to 

support us, but rather to enhance our country‟s standing in their eyes. 

Bollywood is already doing this by bringing its brand of glitzy 

entertainment not just to the Indian diaspora in the U.S. or U.K., but to the 

screens of Syrians and Senegalese – who may not understand the Hindi 

dialogues but catch the spirit of the films, and look at India with stars in 

their eyes as a result. Indian classical dance and music have the same effect. 

So does the work of Indian Fashion Designers, which recently dominated the 

show windows of New York‟s chic Lord and Tylor department store. Indian 

cuisine spread around the world raises our culture higher in people‟s 

reckoning. When India‟s cricket team triumphs or its tennis players claim 

Grand Slams; when a Bhangra beat is infused into a western pop record or 

an Indian choreographer invents a fusion of Kathak and Ballet; when Indian 

women sweep the “Miss World” and ”Miss Universe” contests, or when 

Monsoon weddings wows the critics and Lagaan claims an Oscar 

nomination; when each of these things happens, our country‟s Soft Power is 

enhanced. And when Americans speak of the IITs with the same reverence 

they used to accord the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) or 
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Caltech, and the Indianness of engineers and software developers is taken as 

synonymous with mathematical and scientific excellence, it is India that 

gains respect. 

But it is not just these material accomplishments that enhance our soft 

power. Even more important are the values and principles for which India 

stands – above all our precious Pluralism, which used to be widely admired 

till the barbarous mobs at the Babri Masjid and the Goondas of Gujarat 

devastated both their victims and the country‟s image. India must reclaim 

its true heritage in the eyes of the world. Our Democracy, our thriving free 

media, our contentious NGO‟s, our energetic human rights groups, and the 

repeated spectacle of our remarkable general elections, all made of India a rare 

example of the successful management of the diversity in the developing 

world. This has been an immeasurable asset for our country. 

Let us not allow the spectre of religious intolerance and political opportunism 

to undermine the soft power which is India‟s greatest asset in the world of the 

21st century. 

AAKRITI KATOCH 

 

 

 

 

 

HINDI-POEM 

POST GRADUATION KI AAS MAI, GNIM TERI SHAAKH 

MAI, EKNAYA SA LADKA AAYA HAI, MAN MAI USKE 

SAMAYA HAI. 

“In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can” 
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DIL LAGA KAR MBA KARUNGA , PADH LIKH KAR 

MANAGER BANUNGA , 2 SAAL BAAD HOGI PLACEMENT 

IN CORPORATE AUR PACKAGE MILEGA ABOVE EIGHT. 

PEHLI CLASS JAB USNE LAGAYI , SAMAJH MAI USKE KUCH NA 

AAYI , CHARO TARAF NAZAR DAUDAYI KAHIN GORI KAHIN 

KALI PAAYI 

KOI LAMBI THI KOI CHOTTI THI, KAHIN BAAL KHULE KAHIN 

CHYOTI THI 

FIR HERO KI KHAANI AAGE BADHI MUHABBAT KI TRAIN PATRI 

CHADI 

SHURU MAI PEHLI CLASS PAR BAITH K JO LAGTA THA SINCERE, 

AB USNE LAGA LIA REVERSE GEAR 

SHURU MAI LE JATA THA USEY CANTEEN, FIR LE JAANE LGA 

DINNER CUSINE 

CCD OR STARBUCKS SE BHOT AAGEY NIKAL CHUKEY THE, 

MUHHABAT KARNE VAALE BHALA KISI K ROKE RUKE THE 

PAR YE KYA KHATAM HO GYA SEMESTER 

        OR SIR PE AA GYE FINAL PAPER 

JAB AAYA QP OF QT, HERO KI NINDIYA TOOTI, AAYA QP OF 

FMA, CHORRE K UD GYE TOTTE 

RESULT AAYA LADKE KI LAG GYI BACK, GHARVALE BOLE 

BETA TERE BAS KI NHI MBA KAR LE BORIYA BISTRA PACK 

MARTA KYA NA KARTA, JO KARE PAAP VAHI HAI BHARTA 

DOOSRE SESSION KI CLASS JAB USNE LAGAYI , FIR UNKI 

MEHBOOBA SAAMNEAAYI , BOLI KAHAN REHTE HO HARJAI,NA 

TUHMARA MESSEGE NA MISS CALL TUMHARI AAYI 

LADKA GHABRAYA HICHKICHAYA SAKPAYA 

EK TARAF LUGAYI MEHBOOBA THA, EK TARAF PADHAI THI 
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BHOT SOCHA OR VICHARA, ISHQ KARKEFAS GYA THA 

BECCHARA 

SOCH SAMAJ K BOLE MISTER.PADNE DE AB BAKI SEMESTER, 

AAJ SE MAI TERA BHAIYAOR TU MERI SISTER 

 

VIPIN NAGPAL (PGDM-1) 

 

 

Good times 

By Mamta Shah (Faculty Management-GNIM) 

 

 

Good time means happy and stress free life. This type of 

living everyone wants. Is this life depends on money you have 

or resources you have or the power you have? There are not 

many people in the world, who are rich and having power, 

even then they are happy.  The mantra for happy living is 

positive attitude. Taking a positive attitude toward life makes 

you a happier person all round, and one that other people in 

your life look up to, and want to spend time with. 

Actually problems are not big, our mind set often adds to our 

problems by building them up in our minds to be bigger than 

they really are. By focusing on the present as much as 
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possible, you can minimize the worries and fears that lead to 

negative emotions. 

People constantly complain about the weather, their work, 

their spouse, their neighbors, and any number of other things. 

However, it’s good to remind ourselves that our words are 

shaped by our thoughts, and the more we can look for positive 

things to say, the more positive our thoughts will become.  

It can be difficult to let go of the need for perfection and 

control in life, but sometimes it’s very liberating to simply 

accept that things will not always go the way we hoped, and 

that’s okay. Sometimes things happen that are out of our 

control, and rather than wasting your energy on negative 

emotions, it’s better to just accept that things didn’t go the 

way we wanted. 

It’s a fact of human nature that we tend to mimic the people 

we spend the most time with. So, the more frequently we 

spend time with positive thinking people, the more likely it is 

that we will begin to think and act in a similar fashion. 

The good feelings that come with making a difference in 

someone’s life, contributing time and effort to a cause, allows 

us a brief escape from current problems, and perhaps may 

even allow to see troubles in a different light. 

If we develop curiosity about the world, there is always 

something we can learn from it. Taking a real interest in life 

gives you energy; it helps create new ideas in mind, and gives 

a different way of thinking about things, that can have a 

positive impact on life as a whole. 

Being thankful will often turn initial anger or frustration into 

something more positive. Remember, we all have weaknesses, 
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but focusing on our strengths prevents them getting the better 

of us. A good practice to get into is that of keeping a gratitude 

journal. This is where you make a note of at least 5 things that 

make you happy or thankful each day. This is one of the best 

ways to foster the habit of gratitude. 

Finally, keep in mind that how you view 

your life is your choice. No one is forcing 

you to have a negative attitude, so take 

control and change it for a happier, 

more energetic, and more enthusiastic 

life. If we follow above mantra, really we 

all have goodtime. 
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Glimpse of 

College 

Events 

(2017) 
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 NEWS INDIA IN GNIM 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY 

 INDUSTRIAL VISIT- YAKULT 
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 SELF DEFENSE CLASSES 

 

 FRESHER’S 2017 
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 NUKKAD NATAK 

 

 GST PRESENTATION 
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 PDP CLASSES 

  

 FIRELESS COOKING 
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 LAN GAMING 

 RANGOLI COMPETITION 
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 GST Presentation- Finance 

Club Activity 

Group-1 - Istposition - PGDM-1st-Gulshan, Bharat, Sandeeo 

Group-2 - Istposition - B.com-1stsem- Aakriti, Muskan, Prabhnain 

 Fireless Cooking  

Ravjot Singh PGDM 1st yr 

 Singinng Competition 

winner  

GauravVermaBcom 3rdYr 

 Fresher 2017 Winner 

 
Mr. Fresher – Ravjot Singh PGDM 1st Yr 

Miss Fresher – Priyanka Chopra PGDM 1stYr 

Miss Beautiful – Sumeet PGDM 1stYr 

Beautiful Hair – PrabhnainKaurBcom 1stYr 

Mr Well Dressed –Varun Sharma PGDM 1st Year 

Miss talented – AshwinderKaur PGDM 1stYr 

Group Discussion – 1st position Ravjot Singh PGDM 1stYr 

      2nd Position Varun Sharma PGDM 1stYr 
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Vision  

 

To develop empathetic Managers, Leaders and Entrepreneurs for meeting the 
challenges of ever growing competition and innovation in Indian and Global 
Scenario.  
 
 
 

Mission 

» To train managers to take up challenges of a rapidly growing and dynamic 

business environment. 

» To assimilate and disseminate practical strategies to future managers. 

» To provide a forum for interaction between management students and practicing 

managers. 
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